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Channel Prediction-Based Channel Allocation Scheme for
Multichannel Cognitive Radio Networks

Juhyeon Lee and Hyung-Kun Park

Abstract: Cognitive radio (CR) has been proposed to solve the
spectrum utilization problem by dynamically exploiting the unused
spectrum. In CR networks, a spectrum selection scheme is an im-
portant process to efficiently exploit the spectrum holes, and an
efficient channel allocation scheme must be designed to minimize
interference to the primary network as well as to achieve better
spectrum utilization. In this paper, we propose a multichannel se-
lection algorithm that uses spectrum hole prediction to limit the
interference to the primary network and to exploit channel char-
acteristics in order to enhance channel utilization. The proposed
scheme considers both the interference length and the channel ca-
pacity to limit the interference to primary users and to enhance
system performance. By using the proposed scheme, channel uti-
lization is improved whereas the system limits the collision rate of
the CR packets.

Index Terms: Multichannel selection, opportunistic spectrum ac-
cess, spectrum hole prediction.

I. INTRODUCTION

As new wireless service and applications increase, the need
for spectral resources has increased. Many spectrum resources
are allocated to conventional networks, and the utilization of a
wireless spectrum becomes an important issue in wireless com-
munications. The Federal Communication Commission (FCC)
observation results show that most of the allocated spectrum
is not used most of the time whereas an unlicensed spectrum
is being exhausted by emerging wireless service and applica-
tions [1]. To solve the problem of spectrum shortage and to uti-
lize more efficiently the spectrum, the FCC has recently sug-
gested a new concept for dynamically allocating the spectrum
resource, which is called the cognitive radio (CR) technology.

The CR technology is expected to solve the limitation by
exploiting the spectrum hole in conventional wireless net-
works [2], [3]. A CR user monitors the spectrum owned by a
licensed user, also called primary user (PU), to find the spectrum
hole and exploits it for communication. To efficiently utilize the
spectrum holes, a channel allocation scheme is important and
must be designed to minimize interference to the primary net-
work as well as to achieve similar purposes as those in tradi-
tional wireless networks.

Channel prediction methods can be useful for channel allo-
cation because they can reduce interference to PUs and pro-
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cessing time for finding optimal spectrum holes [4]. There are
many research efforts for channel prediction based spectrum de-
cision [5]–[8] in the CR area. They prove that using the channel
prediction methods can improve performance of CR system in-
cluding channel utilization, channel switching latency and inter-
ference to PU. According to the literatures, finding proper spec-
trum holes among idle channels based on channel prediction can
enhance the performance of channel allocation in CR networks.

Many papers have presented studies on the topic of effi-
cient spectrum allocation in CR networks. Opportunistic spec-
trum access-media access control (MAC) [9] proposes an op-
portunistic channel selection in multichannel environment but
does not consider the characteristics of the channel, such as
utilization traffic and transmission rate, and chooses the avail-
able channels randomly. Statistical channel allocation for ad-
hoc CR networks [10] predicts a successful transmission rate for
all idle channels and their combinations on the basis of channel
utilization. The complexity of a statistical channel allocation-
MAC exponentially increases as the number of idle channels
increases. An opportunistic cognitive MAC (OC-MAC) using
spectrum-hole prediction was proposed [11]. The OC-MAC pro-
tocol predicts the remaining idle time using channel utiliza-
tion and probability theory. However, it does not support mul-
tichannel transmission. Proactive channel access approach [12]
proposes proactive channel prediction and intelligent channel
switching techniques to minimize interference to primary users
under the exponential ON-OFF model. A Spectrum matching al-
gorithms [13] are proposed to support quality of service (QoS)
of CR users. The spectrum decision is based on statistical char-
acteristics of spectrum bands. Although these researches well
utilized the characteristic of channels, they do not relatetheir
channel modeling to appropriate multichannel allocation.Some
approaches exploit optimization algorithms [14], [15]. Each CR
user adapts its transmission parameters to changes of the wire-
less environment, in order to efficiently exploit the available re-
source. However, finding the system optimum that takes into
account all the constraints of a cognitive system requires pro-
hibitively computational cost and a complete knowledge on the
network status.

In this paper, we propose a spectrum hole prediction-based
channel selection algorithm that supports multichannel trans-
mission. By using the predicted spectrum hole, interference to
the PU can be limited to the defined channel success rate. We
introduce the interference length that is directly relatedto the
success rate, and show that allocation that minimizes the total
interference length is necessary to maximize the channel suc-
cess rate of multiple channel allocation. We propose a channel
allocation algorithm to achieve our channel allocation goal that
minimizes the interference length. In addition, we consider the
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channel capacity of each channel and propose a method to ap-
ply channel quality factors for channel selection to improve the
efficiency of channel utilization. Our research includes the fol-
lowing aspects.

– Prediction of the number of spectrum hole slots that satisfies
the required channel success rate

– Channel allocation strategy to maximize the channel suc-
cess rate for multichannel transmission

– Channel allocation algorithm to achieve the proposed allo-
cation strategy

– Method to apply channel quality factors to channel selec-
tion to improve channel utilization.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,we
present the proposed prediction method and channel allocation
strategy. In Section III, we propose the channel allocationalgo-
rithm to achieve our allocation goal. At this point, we also de-
scribe how channel quality factors can be applied to the channel
selection procedure. In Section IV , we describe the simulation
environment and the results. Finally, we conclude our work in
Section V.

II. SPECTRUM HOLE PREDICTION-BASED
CHANNEL ALLOCATION

A. Spectrum Hole Prediction

Because of the dynamic nature of a cognitive network system,
secondary users have relatively unstable channel access charac-
teristics. Upon the beginning transmission or spectrum handoff,
secondary users must decide to find the appropriate available
channels for data transmission. To more opportunisticallyuse
the spectrum and reduce interference to the primary networks,
the statistical properties of the primary networks can be used.
By using the statistics of the primary network traffic, we can
predict the spectrum hole and reduce the interference to thepri-
mary network.

In this section, we predict the number of time slots of a spec-
trum hole that satisfies the minimum channel success rate of a
packet transmission. We assume that the secondary users know
the statistical property of each channel by collecting channel us-
age information for a long time. To predict the spectrum hole,
developing a detailed understanding of the traffic characteristics
of the primary network is important. One of the most widely
used traffic model is the Poisson model. The memoryless Pois-
son distribution is the predominant model used for analyzing
traffic in traditional telephony networks. In this study, wemod-
eled the PU’s traffic pattern in each channel as a Poisson distri-
bution model. Although the Poisson model is not a real traffic
model, we expect the Poisson model is enough to prove the per-
formance of the proposed channel allocation scheme.

The Poisson process is characterized as a renewal process. In
this process, the inter-arrival times are exponentially distributed
using the rate parameterλ. To predict the spectrum hole of chan-
nel i, we should obtain the probability that the PU’s packets do
not appear until the timet.

si(t) = Aie
−λit, where Ai = e−λito (1)

whereλi is the PU’s packet arrival rate in channeli andto is the

time duration between the previous arrival time of a PU’s packet
and the spectrum sensing time. Each channel may have different
arrival rates.

We define spectrum holeth as the time duration that satisfies
the minimum channel success rateα. Thresholdα is the required
minimum success rate of each subchannel. The minimum suc-
cess rateα denotes the success rate of each single channel, and
not the success rate of a multichannel transmission. The success
rate is the probability that a CR user transmits the packet without
interference to the PU.

Each channel is divided into several small time slots, and
spectrum holeth can be represented as the number of time slots
Nh. When a CR user transmits a packet using spectrum hole
Nh, the success rate must be greater than thresholdα. Thresh-
oldα limits the interference to the PU in a channel.

α ≤ si(Nd,itslot) = Aie
−λiNh,itslot (2)

wheretslot is the time duration of the time slot. The spectrum
hole is the maximum number of slots that satisfies (2), and we
can obtain the number of time slots of the spectrum hole as fol-
lows.

Nh,i =

[

−
1

tslot

(

to,i +
logα

λi

)]

. (3)

The spectrum hole slot numberNh indicates the maximum
number of time slots that can be used by the CR users while
maintaining the channel success rateα. Spectrum holeNh can
differ according to the packet arrival rateλ, and each channel
may have differentNh values.

To obtain the spectrum hole, each CR user should know the
initial time valueto,i. To obtain this value, multiple CR users
within a certain area should share channel information. Each
CR user in the area periodically senses the channel. If a CR user
detects the arrival of a PU, it broadcasts the arrival time and en-
ables the other CR users to update the channel information table.
Signaling overhead can be increased due to the broadcastingof
the channel information. However, we expect that the channel
overhead is not so high as compared with the traffic of the CR
users because CR users transmit channel information only when
the channel is idle.

B. Multichannel Allocation Strategy

In a CR network, minimizing the interference to the primary
network is the most important factor. In a multichannel trans-
mission, the CR users should select the channels to minimize
the interference to the PU and to maximize the success rate. If
a CR user needsND time slots to transmit its own packet using
M channels, the success rate of transmission is expressed as

S =
M−1
∏

t=0

si (Nd,itslot) = exp

[

−tslot
∑

i

λi (Nd,i +No,i)

]

,

Nd,i ≤ Nh,i, Nd,0 +Nd,1 + · · · +Nd,L−1 = ND, (4)

whereNd,i is the number of time slots allocated to channeli,
andNo,i is the number of time slots forto,i. We define the in-
terference lengthLi of channeli [16] as (5) to simply obtain the
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Fig. 1. Example of the interference length.

success rate. Then, we can express the success rate as a function
of the sum of the interference lengths as

Li(Nd,i) = λi (Nd,i +No,i) , (5)

S = exp

[

−tslot
∑

i

Li

]

. (6)

From (6), we find that the total interference length is directly
related to the success rate. As the total interference length in-
creases, the success rate decreases. Fig. 1 shows an example
of the interference length and the relationship amongλi, Nd,i,
No,i, andLi. The total interference length is the sum of all in-
terference lengths. If no time slots are allocated in a channel,
its interference length becomes zero and is not included in the
total interference length because the channel does not affect the
success rate.

The CR users should determine theNd,i values that minimize
the total interference length in order to maximize the success
rate. We define vector̄Nd = [Nd,0, Nd,1, · · ·, Nd,M−1] as the set
of time slots to be transmitted for each channel. Using (7), we
can find vectorN̄∗

d = [N∗

d,0, N
∗

d,1, · · ·, N
∗

d,M−1
] that maximizes

the success rate.

N̄∗

d = arg minN̄d

M−1
∑

i=0

Li(Nd,i) (7)

subject to

M−1
∑

i=0

N∗

d,i = ND and N∗

d,i ≤ Nh,i.

III. CHANNEL ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS

In this chapter, we propose channel allocation algorithms to
achieve the allocation goal we suggested in (7). The chaptercon-
sists of two parts. In subsection A, we propose the algorithmto
achieve minimum interference length. Subsection B shows an-
other modified algorithm that considers channel quality to im-
prove channel utilization.

A. Minimum Interference Length Channel Allocation Algo-
rithm (MIL Selection)

To find N̄∗

d , we should select as small as possible the num-
ber of channels because a large number of selected channels

Fig. 2. Concept of the boundary value K.

would contain largeNo,i values and will increase the interfer-
ence length. Therefore, we will determine the least number of
channels with a largeNh,i value to minimize the interference
length.

Generally, if we have a large amount of data to transmit, the
channel with the smallestλi is the best selection because the
channel with smallerλi has largerNh,i. However, an exception
occurs ifNd,i, the number of slots to be allocated to channel
i, is not large enough. Fig. 2 shows the interference length of
two channels. ChannelB, which has a largerλi, has a smaller
interference length whenNd,i is smaller than four slots, whereas
ChannelA’s interference length is smaller in the opposite case.
If we allocate more than four slots, we should select ChannelA;
otherwise, ChannelB would be a better selection to minimize
the interference length. We set this boundary number of slots
(four slots in this case) asKAB.
KAB,K value of channelA andB, is the number of slots that

makes the interference length of ChannelA smaller than that of
ChannelB when more slots thanKAB are allocated. We can
obtainKAB by expanding (8), and the result is expressed in (9).
If theKAB value is negative, ChannelA is optimal. If theKAB

value is positive, the optimal channel depends onNd,i. Here,
λA must be smaller thanλB.

λA(No,A +KAB) = λB(No,B +KAB) (8)

KAB =
λANo,A − λBNo,B

λB − λA

, λA < λB (9)

If a channel withNh larger than dataND exists, using a single
channel with the shortest interference length is better because
the additional channels add initial slotsNo,i, and they increase
the interference length byλiNo,i. If dataND are larger than any
otherNh,i of each channeli, we should select multiple channels
that can minimize the interference length.

Our goal is to find a set of channels that can transmit dataND

with the minimum interference length. We extend the proposed
channel selection principle usingK values to a multichannel
case. First, we determine the channel with the smallestλi and
call it ChannelS. Second, using (9), we calculate theK value
of ChannelS and the other channels. Then, we determine the
channel with the largestK value, which is ChannelR. The se-
lection criteria for ChannelsS andR are expressed by (10) and
(11), respectively.

Channel S = arg mini λi, (10)

Channel R = arg maxi KSi. (11)
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Fig. 3. Multichannel selection procedure.

If the number of slots to be transmitted is smaller than theK

value, the best choice is ChannelR; otherwise, ChannelS is the
best choice for smaller interference lengths. This multichannel
selection procedure is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows an example of the channel selection procedure.
According to our channel selection criteria described above, the
first step is to find the ChannelS which has the smallestλi. In
this case, ChannelA is selected as ChannelS because Channel
A has the smallestλi. If multiple channels with smallestλi ex-
ist, we simply choose the channel with the smallestNo,i among
them because a smallerNo,i causes shorter interference length.
With the selected ChannelS, theK value of each channel can
be determined. The next step is to find the ChannelR which has
the largestKSi. In this case, ChannelB is selected as Channel
R because ChannelB has the largestK value.

From the figure, the channel with smallλiNo,i shows a large
K value. IfλiNo,i is greater thanλANo,A, channeli has a nega-
tiveK value. Hence, if every channel shows a negativeK value,
ChannelS is the best choice. However, if more than one chan-
nel shows a positiveK value, we select either ChannelS or R
depending on the number of slots to be allocated. If the finally
selected channel has largeNh,i value enough to transmit all re-
maining slots, the selection procedure is finished at this point.
Otherwise, we should select the other channels to allocate the
remaining data. We can use the iterative channel selection using
the above procedure.

In case every channel has largerNh thanK values, the above
procedure can properly work. However, we cannot guarantee
that every channel has always a largerNh than theK value be-
cause theK value is derived fromλi andNo,i factors. Thus, we
consider additional cases as follows.

1) If Nrem < KSR

1-1)Nh,R > Nrem

1-2)Nh,R < Nrem

2) If Nrem > KSR

2-1)Nh,S > KSR

2-2)Nh,S < KSR

whereNrem is the number of remaining slots to be transmitted.
In Case 1), i.e.,Nrem < KSR, selecting ChannelR is better if
ChannelR has sufficientNh,R. Therefore, the selection in Case

1-1) is ChannelR. However, if ChannelR does not have enough
Nh,R as in Case 1-2, ChannelS would be a better choice if it
has moreNh. For certainty, we measure how manyNh could
ChannelS have whenNh,R < Nrem. First, (12) is satisfied
becauseNrem < KSR andNh,R < Nrem.

Nh,R < KSR. (12)

The predicted number of spectrum hole slotsNh is the num-
ber of slots that satisfies the success rateα in (3). From this fact,
it is found that theLi(Nh,i) = λi(No,i + Nh,i) values of each
channeli are identical, and consequently, (13) is satisfied. Using
(9), (12), and (13), we can finally obtain the result, as expressed
by (14).

LS(Nh,S) = LR(Nh,R) (13)

= λS(No,S +Nh,S) = λR(No,R +Nh,R),

Nh,R > Nh,S . (14)

Equation (14) means that ChannelR always has moreNh

than ChannelS whenNrem < KSR andNh,R < Nrem. This
result shows that ChannelR should be selected in Case 1), i.e.,
Nrem < KSR.

In Case 2), i.e.,Nrem > KSR, selecting ChannelS is better
if ChannelS has sufficientNh, as in Case 2-1)Nh,S > KSR.
However, if ChannelS does not have enoughNh, as in Case 2-
2), we should determine which channel has moreNh. Using the
conditionNh,S < KSR and (13), we can obtain the same result
as that shown in (14). This result also leads to the conclusion
that ChannelR is the best choice for Case 2-2).

The results discussed above can be summarized as follows.

1) If Nrem < KSR : i∗ = ChannelR

2) If Nrem > KSR

2-1)Nh,S > KSR : i∗ = ChannelS
2-2)Nh,S < KSR : i∗ = ChannelR

Finally, the multichannel-selection procedure is presented as
follows. First, we determine the channel with the smallestλi

and designate it as ChannelS. Second, using (9), we calculate
theKSi value of each channeli. Then, we determine the chan-
nel with the largestK value and designate it as ChannelR. If
no positiveK value exists, ChannelS is optimal. Otherwise,
we should compareKSR and the remaining number of slots. If
KSR is larger, ChannelR is optimal; otherwise, we check if
ChannelS has enough spectrum holeNh,S. If Nh,S is larger
thanKSR, the optimal channel is ChannelS; otherwise, Chan-
nelR is the optimal channel. After we find the optimal channel,
we updateN̄d. If more data remain to be sent, we go back to the
ChannelS selection step and repeat the process. If no more data
have to be sent or if no more spectrum holes exist, we end the
selection process and transmit dataN̄d over selected channels.
Fig. 4 shows the multichannel-selection procedure.

B. Channel Capacity-Based Channel Allocation Algorithm
(CCB Selection)

Aside from the PU’s probability distribution, each CR chan-
nel may have different channel conditions. To transmit a cer-
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At each channel allocation instance { 

for every user i { 
update , }

while (number of idle channels > 0 && size of buffer > 0) { 

channel S = // channel S selection 

for every user i { 

update } 

channel R = // channel R selection 

if ( < 0 ) // final channel selection 

  selected = channel S 
else if ( < size of buffer )

selected = channel R 
else if ( < size of buffer )

selected = channel R 
else 

selected = channel S 

// determining number of slots to transmit over the selected channel 

  size of b

else 

size of buffer = size of buffer - 

} 

channel allocation  }// End of channel allocation

Fig. 4. MIL Selection.

tain amount of data, channels with good channel condition need
smaller time slots or smaller interference length than those with
poor channel conditions because the good channels can transmit
more data within a single time slot. In this section, we propose
a channel allocation method that considers both channel condi-
tions and the PU’s statistical characteristic, by simple modifica-
tion of previous algorithm.

We assume that the secondary users know each channel’s con-
dition by receiving channel estimation results; they then cal-
culate the data rate for transmission. Further, the system sup-
ports variable data rate; thus, it has a certain level of datarates.
The secondary node determines the appropriate channel level for
each channel using the channel estimation result, and the node
transmits the data with a certain amount of predefined data rate
Ri according to each channel level. Fig. 5 shows the interfer-
ence length of each channel under different channel conditions.
Each channeli has its data rateRi according to its channel con-
dition.

The idea presented in this section is that we modifyλi using
data rateRi. However, data rateRi cannot be simply applied
to our method. Hence, we first define the concept of relative
channel capacity in (15).

Ci =
Ri

Rmin

. (15)

Ci is the relative channel capacity of channeli and is defined
as the ratio ofRi to the minimum data rateRmin, which is the
minimum data rate among the variable data rates supported by
the system. The relative channel capacity factorCi shows how

Fig. 5. Interference length under different channel conditions.
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much more data can be allocated in a spectrum hole slot com-
pared with the minimum data rate of the system. In other words,
one slot of a channel withRi has the same capacity ofCi slots
as that of a channel withRmin, or channeli needsCi times less
slots to transmit the data. Using this characteristic, we modify
λi as (16).

λ
′

i =

{

λi, if wCi < 1,
λi

wCi
, else

(16)

wherew is a parameter that gives weight to the capacity. We do
not modifyλi whenwCi < 1 to makeλi maximize the value of
λ

′

i. The effect of the modification ofλi is shown in Fig. 6.
Using the modifiedλ

′

i does not mean that the predicted num-
ber of spectrum holesNh,i in (3) should be modified along with
λ

′

i. In Fig. 6, the channel withCi = 3 can transmit more data
than the others; however, itsNh,i should be 5 and not 15 because
its predicted number of slots that satisfiesα is 5, as derived from
(3). The modifiedλ

′

i will only affect the channel selection.
To apply the proposed method to the channel-selection algo-

rithm, we need additional computational effort to determine the
channel-related parameters such asRi, Ci, andλ

′

i. The channel
capacity-based channel allocation algorithm is shown in Fig. 7.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

We evaluated the performance of the proposed channel se-
lection scheme via computer simulation. For the simulationen-
vironment, we considered one primary network and one CR
network. We did not specify the primary network but consid-
ered a general primary network. The simulation consisted of
two parts. One part assumed that every channel has the same
capacity whereas the other part adopted variable capacities for
each channel. In the first part of simulation, we examine the
performance of MIL selection that is shown in subsection III-A
whereas both of MIL and CCB selection is evaluated in the other
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At each channel allocation instance { 

for every user i { 

update , , , }

while (number of idle channels > 0 && size of buffer > 0) { 

S = // channel S selection

for every user i { 

update  } 

R = // channel R selection

if ( < 0 ) // final channel selection

selected = channel S 

else if ( < size of buffer )

selected = channel R 

else if ( < size of buffer )

selected = channel R 

else 

selected = channel S 

// determining number of slots to transmit over the selected channel 

if  > size of buffer

 = size of buffer

else 

channel allocation  } // End of channel allocation

 = 

size of buffer = size of buffer - 

} 

Fig. 7. CCB Selection.

part of simulation. The multichannel was composed of 16 chan-
nels, and the channel rate was 2 Mbps. The arrival process of the
primary service was modeled as an independent Poisson process
with mean arrival rateλi for channeli, and the service duration
had an exponential distribution with a mean service duration of
500 slots. The load of the primary traffic was calculated by mul-
tiplying the mean arrival rate and the mean service duration.

We compared the performance of the proposed selection
scheme with that of the Random channel selection and the
Statistical channel selection. The Random channel selection
scheme randomly selects multiple idle channels among all
sensed idle channels. On the other hand, the Statistical chan-
nel selection scheme selects channels to transmit according to
each channel’s statistical characteristic such as arrivalrate of a
channel. For both selection approach, the number of idle chan-
nels to be selected is determined depends on the packet length
to transmit, and the equal number of times slots are allocated to
each selected channel.

Fig. 8 shows the collision probability of the proposed and
other channel selection strategies. As the load of the primary
service increases, the interference to the PU increases. When the
channel success rate thresholdα increases, the collision proba-
bility is reduced because the CR user can have less opportunity
to exploit the spectrum holes. For all the success rate threshold
valuesα, the proposed algorithm successfully keeps the colli-
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Fig. 8. Collision probability according to the load of the primary service.
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Fig. 9. Throughput according to the load of the primary service.

sion probability lower than a certain point. In the Random selec-
tion, however, it shows higher collision rate than the proposed
channel selection scheme because it does not utilize the traf-
fic characteristics but randomly selects channels. On the other
hand, the Statistical selection can have lower collision rate than
the proposed one depending onα value when the traffic load is
very low. It also has better performance than that of the Ran-
dom selection by selecting channels according to the channel’s
statistical characteristic. However the collision of the Statistical
selection becomes higher as the channel load is increased while
the proposed selection limits the collision rate even in theheavy
traffic load.

Fig. 9 shows the throughput according to the average load of
the primary service. If the channel load is greater, the through-
put of all selection schemes becomes worse because few idle
channels exist in the heavy traffic. The throughput of the pro-
posed channel selection is generally lower than those of the
other selections. However, the proposed selection withα = 0.5
shows similar performance to those of the other selections,while
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Fig. 11. Throughput according to the load of the primary service
(w = 0.4).

it can successfully lower the collision rate than the other selec-
tions. As the channel success threshold increases, the predicted
length of the spectrum hole decreases, and the amount of trans-
mitted data is limited. A decrease in collision with the primary
data can cause a decrease in the channel throughput. In the CR,
the collision with primary service is a more serious problemthan
the throughput reduction of the CR data, and the throughput
should be maximized under the allowed collision probability.
In the proposed channel selection, we can control the collision
probability and the throughput by controlling the channel suc-
cess rate thresholdα.

In the second part of the simulation, we assumed that every
channel had different channel conditions. We used a four-level
variable data rate; thus, each channel could have a different
channel rate according to its channel condition. The other sim-
ulation parameters were the same as those in the previous sim-
ulation. We compared the performance of the channel capacity-
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Fig. 12. Collision probability according to the load of the primary service
for each w.
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Fig. 13. Throughput according to the load of the primary service for each
w.

based channel selection using modifiedλ
′

i, CCB selection, with
that of the channel selection using unmodifiedλi, MIL selec-
tion.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the collision rate and the average
throughput of the algorithm. Parameterw represents the weight
of the channel capacity in (9), andα is the minimum channel
success rate. Fig. 10 shows that the MIL selection that does not
consider the channel quality has a lower collision rate because
the modifiedλ

′

i can reduce the interference length of a chan-
nel with large capacity, and it makes the node select a high-
capacity channel more frequently than to select a channel with
minimum interference length. For the same reason, the CCB se-
lection shows a higher throughput than the unmodified version
shown in Fig. 11, that means modifying the statistic parameter
along with channel condition does improve the efficiency of re-
source allocation. Both simulation results show that the enhanc-
ing channel utilization can cause the increasing of interference
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to the PU, thus choosing the appropriate system parameters are
necessary.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the collision rate and the average
throughput according to each weight factorw. The smallerw
value shows more results similar to that of the MIL selection,
whereas the largerw value shows higher collision rate and
throughput because the largerw value results in a much largerλ

′

i

modification. The node with largerw selects more high-capacity
channels, which could be not quite optimal in terms of the in-
terference length. The selection of thew value can result in dif-
ferent collision rates and throughput performance, and we can
control the performance with an appropriate selection of thew

value.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Channel selection is one of the most important processes in
CR networks. Cognitive users should select channels not only
to utilize the spectrum more efficiently but also to minimizein-
terference to the primary network. In this paper, we have pro-
posed a channel selection scheme that uses spectrum hole pre-
diction to limit the interference to the primary network andto
exploit the channel characteristics in order to enhance channel
utilization. The simulation results show that the proposedchan-
nel selection scheme successfully limits interference to the PUs
than the conventional channel selection scheme such as the Ran-
dom selection and Statistical selection. Furthermore, with sim-
ple adjusting of statistic parameter along with the channelqual-
ity, the proposed scheme achieves higher throughput while lim-
iting the collision rate. The selection of the channel success rate
thresholdα and weight factorw can result in different collision
rates and throughput performance, and we can control the per-
formance by appropriate selection of theα andw values.
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